
Disaster-Recovery-
as-a-Service:
The Right Solution & the Right Partner

You know your business needs a disaster-recovery solution for your data, 
applications, and operating systems. You’ve heard the horror stories: power 
failures, cyberattacks, human error, and natural disasters crippling companies’ 
operations and permanently destroying their mission-critical data. You know your 
company needs a contingency plan—before one of these disasters strikes.
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There Is No One-Size-Fits-All Solution for Disaster Recovery
But what exactly would a successful “Disaster Recovery” mean for your organization? If you’re like many of 
the thousands of businesses OffsiteDataSync has helped over our 20-year history, you probably haven’t
given much thought to recovery questions like these:

• If a ransomware attacker locked us out of our network companywide,
which data would be the most urgent for us to recover?

• What’s the longest time period we could go without access to our mission-critical data before it hurt our
operations? Our revenue? Our reputation? Our regulatory compliance?

• Would we want all of our data and apps to have the same Recovery Time Objectives (RTOs) and Recovery
Point Objectives (RPOs)? Or would it make more economic sense to set different recovery plans fo
different types of data

• What logistical and technological factors would we need to account for—application dependencies,
hardware needs, cloud security—that could affect our ability to quickly recover our digital assets in a
emergency?

The Good News: Deploying DRaaS Is Easier than You Think
You probably don’t have the resources to build and oversee a full-time secondary data site to replicate 
your entire digital environment, at all times, just in case you face a disaster onsite and need to access 
important data or systems remotely. In reality, however, this wouldn’t be your best option anyway.

The safest and most cost-effective solution is Disaster-Recovery-as-a-Service, which we describe as:

A cloud environment where a trusted third party replicates your mission-critical data to a virtualization 
infrastructure with best practices baked in. This replication happens in real-time, and according to the 
specific rules, RTPOs, and other settings you establish to meet your business’s unique recovery needs.

Of course, you will need to select the right DRaaS solution and the right cloud-service partner to help you 
implement and manage it. In the following pages, we will introduce you to both.
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The Right DRaaS Solution
What You’ll Get from Veeam’s DRaaS Platform: Veeam Cloud Connect Replication

Veeam Software is widely considered the leader in cloud data management solutions, including data 
availability and disaster recovery. The company’s backup and replication offerings have earned nearly 
perfect customer ratings from sites such as Spiceworks and TrustRadius.

With Veeam’s DRaaS solution, called Veeam Cloud Connect Replication, you’ll receive: 

• Offsite VM replication - for fast disaster recovery of your data

• One-click failover - either for specific VMs or for the full site

• A hypervisor-agnostic infrastructure - offering failover capabilities for VMware and Hyper-V

• Aggressive recovery times - allowing you to access your mission-critical data in minutes

• Instant file-level recovery - for nearly effortless retrieval of lost or corrupted files

• Configurable WAN acceleration - to move select data offsite
up to 50x faster, while using 20x less bandwidth

• Fully customizable rules for replication jobs, RTOs and RPOs - so you can easily set and adjust
recovery objectives for different types of data

• Recovery assurance - with support for replica and failover testing

• Pay-as-you-go pricing - so you pay only for the bandwidth you use, and can scale your service up or
down

How the Veeam DRaaS Solution Works
Establishing offsite replication jobs with the Veeam DRaaS solution is a simple task you can perform in
minutes from your Veeam Backup and Replication console. You can set up multiple jobs, each with different
parameters, according to the varying levels of urgency you assign to different types of data

For example, you might want to establish a job to replicate your Microsoft Exchange data only every couple 
of hours, and a separate job to replicate your mission-critical file-server data more frequently. Here’s how
this process works:
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When you submit a replication job in your Veeam Backup and Replication console, Veeam sends a 
request to the cloud gateway to access the host—your Veeam cloud service provider—via a TLS 
encrypted secure connection. From there:

The cloud gateway passes the details of your replication job to 
your service provider’s Veeam backup server.

VM data from your machine is transported via the cloud gateway to the cloud host—again, this is your 
Veeam service provider managing your DR environment on their cloud.

At any time, you can log into your Veeam Backup and Replication console to monitor the 
health of your VMs and replication jobs. You can also run tests of your environment anytime from 
your console, to identify possible technical weaknesses in your ability to quickly recover 
digital assets in an emergency.

In the event of a disaster in your own digital environment, when one or several VMs become 
corrupted, you can failover to VM replicas on the cloud host.

What You Can Do with Veeam’s DRaaS Solution
You’ll have several options for creating jobs, rules, and tasks with your Veeam DRaaS platform:

• Replication
• Failover (partial-site or full-site)
• Failback (with VM replicas on the cloud host)
• Restore from Replica (you can restore VM guest OS files and/or application items

You can create as many replication jobs as you need, and you can group multiple VMs under a single job 
based on common rules or needs. You might choose to group VMs under a single replication job, for 
example, according to:

• Urgency
• Company policy
• Your customer SLAs
• Regulatory compliance
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The Limitations of Veeam’s DRaaS Solution
Although Veeam’s Cloud Connect Replication is highly flexible, the solution does have limitations. For
example, the system supports automatic network-settings detection for Microsoft Windows VMs only. For 
cloud replication of non-Windows VMs, you will have to specify network-mapping settings and public IP-
addressing rules manually.

The solution also has a few additional technical limitations, which you will need to consider in your decision 
to migrate to a Veeam DRaaS solution to protection your corporate data. 

To implement Veeam’s system—just like rolling out any other technical solution—you will need to plan 
strategically, weigh the various decisions and tradeoffs, and understand how to set up an infrastructure
tailored to your company’s unique needs and objectives.

Which is why when you’ve chosen Veeam’s DRaaS platform as the technical 
backbone of your disaster recovery infrastructure, your next step should be finding
the right third-party expert to help you implement and maintain it.

The Right DRaaS Service Provider
Why You Should Partner with OffsiteDataSync, a Three-Time Veeam Partner of the Year

Just as Veeam has earned a reputation as one of the most trusted disaster-recovery providers, 
OffsiteDataSync has attained a similar level of trust with Veeam itself. In our decade-plus history as a Veeam 
partner, we have become: 

• Trusted - 3x Veeam Partner of the Year for outstanding delivery of Veeam Cloud Services.

• Experienced - 20 years delivering world-class data protection services with hundreds of thousands of 
physical and virtual machines under protection globally.

• Credentialed Professionals - Veeam Certified Engineers (VMCE), Veeam Accredited Service Provider 
(VASP), Veeam Vanguards, VWware vExperts, Cisco Champions.

• Secure & Compliant - Best in class global data center ecosystem (SOC 2, ISO 27001, HIPAA, PCI-DSS).

• Global Presence - Serving North America as OffsiteDataSync, EMEA & APAC markets as KeepItSafe.

• Stability & Resources - A global leader in cloud services with 24 consecutive years of revenue growth.
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We have also been recognized by CIOReview Magazine as one of the 20 Most Promising Disaster Recovery 
Solution Providers. Penton Media has also included us for several consecutive years on its list of Top 100 
Global Cloud Service Providers.

In our 20-year history, OffsiteDataSync has become one of the most knowledgeable, experienced, and 
trusted providers of cloud disaster recovery solutions for businesses around the world.

How to Set Up and Oversee Your 
DR Infrastructure with OffsiteDataSync 
When you sign up for Veeam’s DRaaS Solution through OffsiteDataSync, we will serve as the host of your
Veeam disaster-recovery environment in the cloud. To set up your DR environment, you’ll have two options:

OPTION 1: Your team can create your Veeam replication jobs and failover plans on your own, through the
Veeam Backup and Replication console.

OPTION 2:  You can enlist the help of OffsiteDataSync’s DR and cert fied Veeam experts to help you set up
customized DR environment for your company.

OPTION 1: BUILDING OUT YOUR CLOUD DR ENVIRONMENT INTERNALLY

If you opt to set up your cloud DR environment internally, you can begin creating replication jobs through 
your Veeam Backup and Replication console.

But as we stated above, this in-house implementation will require strategic planning and a thorough 
knowledge of your company’s current digital environment. You will need to know the answers to questions 
such as:

• How many servers will you be replicating, and where are they currently?

• What are the technical specs—hardware versions, disk size, etc.—of each of these servers?

• How will you want your servers and applications to be communicating with each other?

• What criteria will you use to group replication jobs?
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When you’ve input the relevant information and established the replication jobs, you can also run periodic 
tests of your DR environment (including both partial and full-site disaster simulations)—and OffsiteDataSync
will send you a detailed report of the test results. This will help you identify any potential vulnerabilities in 
your DR environment.

As you can see, though, this option will require a lot of planning and implementation from your team.

OPTION 2 (BETTER): LEVERAGING OFFSITEDATASYNC’S MANAGED AVAILABILITY SERVICES 

A simpler and less time-intensive option is to let OffsiteDataSync help you customize your company’s DRaaS
infrastructure. Our DR and Veeam experts can walk you through the entire process and provide as much or 
as little guidance as your team needs.

With our hands-on Managed Availability Services, you can receive the following assistance from our 
experts:

• Migrating your existing in-house solution to our hosted Veeam DR environment.

• Working with your team to design a complete disaster-recovery strategy that meets your company’s
RTO/RPO objectives.

• Consultation to ensure your Veeam Cloud Connect Replication solution is operating with maximum
efficienc

• 24/7 proactive monitoring of your DR environment, with alerts regarding any issues.

• Weekly and monthly reporting on the status of jobs and key metrics.

• Triaging and troubleshooting any failed jobs or infrastructure issues.

• Performing Root Cause Analysis of any critical-impact incidents.

• Performing ongoing store-capacity management and forecasting.

Additionally, by working with OffsiteDataSync’s Veeam experts, you will have access to levels of DR 
experience and knowledge you won’t find with other cloud service providers. Following are a few 
examples of how OffsiteDataSync can offer more than our competitor
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What You’ll Get by Partnering with OffsiteDataSync
(Which Almost No Other Provider Can Offer You):

You can purchase Veeam Cloud Connect Replication from any number of resellers. But OffsiteDataSync can
offer you expertise you won’t find anywhere else—both in disaster-recovery preparedness in general, and 
Veeam’s DRaaS solutions in particular.

With OffsiteDataSync as your disaster-recovery solution partner, you’ll be benefiting from:

• Several experts whom Veeam has nominated “Veeam Vanguards,” a designation the company offer
only to a select few professionals for their high levels of Veeam acumen and knowledge.

• The most highly trained and credentialed experts in the industry. Our team has earned Veeam
credentials including Veeam Certified Engineer (VMCE), VMCE-ADO (Advanced Design and Optimization)
VMCE-VAO (for proficiency in the Veeam Availability Orchestrator DR solution

• Hands-on guidance from Veeam experts to help you configure your DR infrastructure, identify the righ
recovery objectives for your various types of digital assets, and help testing your DR preparedness to
make sure your team is ready for any emergency.

Set Up a Free DRaaS Evaluation
with an OffsiteDataSync Solutions Architect

GET STARTED AT OFFSITEDATASYNC.COM
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